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Bugmalokesvara, der erst viel später dann auch mit Matsy-
e ndranäth identifiziert wurde. Erst aus der zweiten Hälfte
des 14. Jh.s stammt der erste historische Bericht über die
Näth-Yog is, und der Verfasser betont mit Recht, daß diese
als Folge der muslimischen Eroberungswellen in Nordindien
Zusammen mit kleineren Räjputen-Fürsten (den Begründern
der Bäisl- und Caubisi-Staaten) nach Nepäl kamen und eine
Reihe heiliger Plätze okkupieren konnten.

Die wichtigsten Ergebnisse dieser Untersuchung beru
hen auf einer Feldstudie des Autofs im Jahre 1976/77, in der
dieser ausgiebig Gelegenheit zu Gesprächen mit Näth-Yogis
und zum Studium einheimischer Quellen hatte. In seiner
ausführlichen Beschreibung und Erklärung der Kultorte,
Mythologien und Zeremonien hat er einen wichtigen Beitrag
Zu einem bisher eher am Rande beachteten Zweig dieser
Religionsgemeinschaft geleistet. Karl-Heinz Golzio

Vincent, Jean. Teso in Transformation: The Political
Economy of Peasant and Class in Eastern Africa. IX + 307
Pp- Berkeley and Los Angeles 1982. University of California
Press.

This volume is a Marxist analysis of the political and
ec onomic development of the Teso region of north central
Uganda. Its coverage extends from the period of initial
^olonial contact at the turn of the century into the 1920s.
* here is no attempt to cover later material, even though this
^°uld surely be essential to make Vincent’s arguments. The
^ 0r k is divided into an introduction and ten chapters in
^hich the author aims to show how a colonial administrative
district was fashioned out of a non-centralized congeries of
tribal peoples. Her main emphasis is upon the relation
between the British colonizers’ enforcement and encourage
ment of cotton production in this area and the kind of local
Political system eventually established to create and sustain
s uch production. The Teso area appears especially rich in its
ar chival records, as well as in historians and others who have
forked over these accounts. Vincent makes extensive use of
hese materials in her book which synthesizes all these
historical data. Her aim is ultimately to indicate the
ex ploitative, destructive tendencies in British colonialism as
XVe ll as to show how a small segment of Africans, neighbour
's Baganda, and later Teso themselves, exploited the
Slt uaticm in order to gain considerable advantages for
uemselves. Teso grew cotton because they were forced to do

s o by the British, and the entire economy of the district was
uaped toward serving the wants of British and Asian cotton

Purchasers, whereas a more diversified and different
ec °norny would have better served the Teso themselves.

Vincent concludes with a somewhat shaky argument
a * the colonial system of indirect rule produced a class,

ma mly composed of the chiefs, who exploited their own
P e °ple and who stood between them and the British,

^esurnably a well-defined class is a necessary element for
mcent’s Marxist argument to be developed. Yet she never

,.^ es her discussion further, examining in depth how these
1 *erent groups sought to maintain and consolidate their

Powers (all the protagonists appear rather inept at pursuing
their
th

own self interests), much less determining how aware
e y were of their status; it is therefore difficult to be

convinced that her interpretation is correct. Indeed, a
particular weakness of her study is its failure to attempt to
understand how and why British colonialists entertained the
ideas they did or how and why the British pictured the
Africans in various ways. Despite being an anthropologist,
she is equally weak in indicating how Teso leaders actually
did relate to their subordinates or how actually different they
were from them in ways of life and thought.

A great deal of material is cited and reported so that one
does gain a detailed picture of events in the Teso district in the
early decades of this century. Yet one gains little impression
of the totality of a cultural milieu or of the ways local people
recount any of this. Most of the material is simply narrated
with little immediate concern toward developing social
theory. Thus, over half the chapters appear as patchy
recitations of events with little theoretical apparatus to
integrate them or stimulate the reader into tracing broader
trends. Consequently, the book is dull reading. Finally, since
Vincent cites a very wide range of materials, publications,
archives, and dissertations, it is perplexing that she nowhere
acknowledges that two other social anthropologists have also
worked in the Teso district and have published on it, Ivan
Karp and Nobuhiro Nagashima.

This then is a work that may be useful as a sourcebook
for students of early Uganda colonial history, but it is not the
forceful theoretical statement about colonial development
that its author seems to imply it will be.

T. O. Beidelman

Visible Religion. Annual for Religious Iconography 1:
Commemorative Figures. Leiden 1982. E. J. Brill. X+174
pp., illustr. Price: 72 Gld.

This is a new serial sponsored by the well-known
Institute of Religious Iconography, State University, Gro
ningen, and headed by H. G. Kippenberg as chief editor. It is
the somewhat vague aim of the editors to make religion
“visible,” that is, to document images, first of all, that relate
to religion, but also ritual actions. There is a particular -
Durkheimian - philosophy behind this approach. The
editors consider that visible objects and actions must not be
subordinated to intellectual ideas which define religion as a
non-empirical reality, for they indicate in fact that religion
functions as a world-picture, a social reconstruction of
reality. The editors react against the emphasis which has been
given to verbal tradition which, in their view, “cuts religion
off from collective agreement and gives it sacral consecration:
the validity of tradition is legitimized from above, not from
below” (viii). Indeed, the editors expect that the thematizing
of visible religion should contribute to the detachment of the
history of religions - their particular discipline - from “the
metaphysical wake of theology.”

Here we are at the root of the matter. The new journal is

in the frontline of that direction of the Dutch history of
religions which, with Th. P. van Baaren in the lead, tries to
counteract the theological approaches represented in the past
by such scholars as G. van der Leeuw and G. J. Bleeker. It is
therefore natural that the first volume of the journal has been
dedicated to van Baaren (who, by the way, in 1950 succeeded
to van der Leeuw’s chair in Groningen).


